Cabled Hoodie Scarf
Materials:
Any bulky weight yarn ~ 350 yds
Size 15 -17 needles (depending on how loose
you would like.
Crochet hook (for fringe)
Yarn needle for seaming

1. Begin Scarf:
C/O mult of 4 for rib pattern
Row 1 (RS): *K2, yo, ssk* repeat
Row 2: *P2, yo, P2tog* repeat
Repeat until scarf is desired length before fringe

2. Fringe:
Cut 48 lengths of yarn 26” (66cm) long. Attach
12 sets of double stranded fringe evenly across
each end of the scarf. Trim ends evenly.

3. Knit Hood:
Measure how far in front of your face you would
like your hood to sit. Using a guage swatch,
ﬁgure out how many stitches you need to cast on.
Add another 1.5” that will be folded underneath
around the tassles for scrunching the hood tight.
Row 1: Knit across until 4” - 5” before end of hood
begin cable pattern as follows: P2, K6, P2, knit until
end.
Row 2 and all even numbered rows: P across
Row 3: same as Row 1
Row 5: Knit until cable, P2, sl 3 onto dpn and hold
in front, K3, K3 from dpn, P2, knit until end.
Rows 7, 9, 11: Same as Row 1
Row 13: Same as Row 5
Row 15: Same as Row 1
Repeat until length reaches from one shoulder,
over your head to the other shoulder.

Example Shown:
Yarn: Knit Picks Full Circle in
Latte
Size 17 needles
Length: 6 feet excluding fringe
Hood “width”: 12” after seaming

Construction:
Fold the hood in half (in a way that the cable is touching
itself). Seam the edge opposite the cables, down the
back, which creates the squarish hood.
Finding the center of the scarf, line it up with the seam
of the hood you just did and pin in place. Now seam the
bottom edge of the hood with the edge of the scarf.
For the cinch tassle:
You can do an i-cord, or just braid three strands together. Make it as long as you’d like, I believe
mine was about 6” longer than the hood on either side.
Lay the ﬁnished tassle near the cabled end of the hood on the underside. Fold the extra 1.5” length
of hood over the tassle underneath and seam it shut, careful not to seam the tassle too (you want
it to be able to move freely inside the pocket you just made.
~~~~~~

That’s pretty much it! Let me know of any typos
or if I messed up the cable pattern, or if the
instructions just don’t make sense.
This pattern is for personal use only.
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